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PRESS RELEASE  

CAROLIN STONE JEWELRY NEW COLLECTION  

 

 

A tribute to the modern woman 

Carolin Stone is an inspiration to the current movement in the world of women. It is the calling to support the 

modern-day amazons on their journey of self-healing – to dissociate from the old structures and to enter into the 

new era of self-realization. 

In 2018, the founder and designer, Carolin Rossa, started her fine jewellery brand in Munich, Germany. Nowadays, 

you can find the designs in cities like London, Paris and Berlin. 

Carolin Stone combines the healing abilities of gemstones with unique modern design, creating statement jewellery 

with meaning. Following the current fashion trends, Carolin creates minimalistic & meaningful jewellery for every 

woman who wants to be reminded of her true talent. She believes that gemstones have the power to not only heal 

but to enhance ones’ inner strengths, supporting the female revolution of self-care and the notion of strength from 

within.  

 

Carolin finds inspiration in natures innate energy and uses colourful gemstones that draw upon these virtues. It is 

unique yet contemporary jewellery: With their natural healing powers gemstones support women to believe and 

trust in their inner strength, to love themselves and to follow their dreams. Carolin Stone illuminates the inspiring 

wisdom and power harnesses from within.  

Carolin Stone offers affordable luxury pieces in silver and gold-plated silver. For a more luxury feeling selected 

designs are also available in pure Gold at specific jewellery boutiques. Like a shining halo, gemstones reflect 

women’s inner beauty in their soft bright colours. It is a playful symbiosis of avant-garde style and soft feminine 

colours. Carolins newest collection seeks to re-invent the fashion trends and highlight the power in jewellery that 

can be passed down from generation to generation.  

@carolinstonejewelry 

www.carolinstone.com   


